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Ga twibiga Sadik. 
Tul a na Kkawi 
Shumate.  
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Ga hon̄ɨgɨga yɨ 
gu wal twibu 
Tulu.  
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Kaya sene ga gɨ 
hom̀ɨ paŋ yas yɨ, 
ho kamm̀ɨ ʉ 
waŋʉ ɨ tat 
pwaŋa.  
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Gɨ donɨ, Tulu 
hasa gʉs tʉtńa 
gɨ kkwas.  
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Ga shɨ, zen̄ɨ gɨ 
ssɨn. “I honá ho 
gan̄ɨ kwa bɨ?” 
kon̄ɨ ko.  
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Gɨ donɨ, ʉ waŋʉ 
shɨńɨga shɨ.  
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Gɨ shɨńɨga shɨ, 
gʉs kɨssńa tat 
shushu.  
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Man dozo, Sadik 
a zegɨ gɨ ssɨn te 
gɨ gom a kʉm 
kwańɨ kkya ga 
hay?  
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English Translation: 

  The Fox on the Road 

1. My name is Sadik. My country is Qawi 
Shumate. 

2. I went to play with a boy called Tulu.  
3. One day when we went to the 

playground, a fox appeared on the 
road. 

4. Then Tulu ran back. 
5. As for me, I was alone. "If it comes 

for me, what am I going to do?" I 
thought. 

6. Then the fox saw me.  
7. When it saw me, it ran away into the 

bush/grass. 
8. Students, when Sadik was alone how 

do you think it was for him? 
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Amharic Translation: 

የመንገድ ዳር ቀበሮ 

1. ስሜ ሳዲቅ ይባላል። ሀገሬም ኳዊ ሹማቴ 

ነው። 

2. ቱሉ ከሚባል ልጅ ጋር ለመጫወት ሄድኩኝ። 

3. አንድ ቀን መጫወቻ ቦታ ስንሄድ፤ ቀበሮ 

መንገድ ላይ መጣብን። 

4. ቱሉም ሮጦ ተመለስ። 

5. እኔ ደሞ ብቻዬን ቀረሁ። ቢመጣብኝ "ምንድን 

ነው የማደርገው" ብዬ አሰብኩ። 

6. ከዚያም ቀበሮው አየኝ። 

7. ሲያየኝም ሮጦ ጫካ ውስጥ ገባ። 

8. ተማሪዎች ሳዲቅ ብቻውን ሲሆን ምን 

 








